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10 hormonal diseases in humans problems associated - hormonal diseases are quite complex in their symptoms as
they directly influence some or other body functions or physiology a human body has many endocrine glands which regulate
different set of functions hence these hormonal diseases are quite many depending on the endocrine gland function
disturbance, rapamycin treatment for age related diseases - disease a is group of diseases for which there is a robust
evidence in medical literature indicating major role of elevated mtor1 in pathology of disease and substantial reason to
believe rapamycin will either prevent or ameliorate disease process these diseases include cancer atherosclerotic heart
disease cad age associated cardiomyopathy age related obesity, calcium in biology wikipedia - different tissues contain
calcium in different concentrations for instance ca 2 mostly calcium phosphate and some calcium sulfate is the most
important and specific element of bone and calcified cartilage in humans the total body content of calcium is present mostly
in the form of bone mineral roughly 99 in this state it is largely unavailable for exchange bioavailability, role of advanced
glycation end products in cellular - improvements in health care and lifestyle have led to an elevated lifespan and
increased focus on age associated diseases such as neurodegeneration cardiovascular disease frailty and arteriosclerosis,
activators and inhibitors in cell biology research labome - a comprehensive review of chemical activators and inhibitors
used in cell biology research, membrane type matrix metalloproteinases their functions - character of mt mmps were
discussed biological functions of mt mmps so far understood were discussed regulations of mt mmps so far understood
were discussed, targeting interleukin 6 all the way to treat autoimmune - crp is a good biomarker of inflammation and is
used as such in clinical laboratory tests its expression mainly depends on il 6 if the free concentration of the anti interleukin
6 receptor antibody tocilizumab is maintained in serum at more than 1 g ml crp remains negative so that the serum crp level
is a hallmark for checking whether il 6 activity is completely blocked in vivo, igg4 related disease annual review of
pathology - immunoglobulin g4 igg4 related disease igg4 rd is an immune mediated condition that can affect almost any
organ and is now being recognized with increasing frequency igg4 rd is characterized by a lymphoplasmacytic infiltrate
composed of igg4 plasma cells storiform fibrosis obliterative phlebitis and mild to moderate eosinophilia the diagnosis of
igg4 rd unifies many eponymous, porphyromonas gingivalis major periodontopathic pathogen - porphyromonas
gingivalis is a gram negative oral anaerobe that is involved in the pathogenesis of periodontitis and is a member of more
than 500 bacterial species that live in the oral cavity this anaerobic bacterium is a natural member of the oral microbiome yet
it can become highly destructive termed pathobiont and proliferate to high cell numbers in periodontal lesions this is,
periodontal proteomics wonders never cease - figure 3 a shows the identified proteins classified into functional groups
according to their biological functions and figure 3 b shows subcellular location of the proteins as annotated in the swiss prot
database no annotation existed for 35 of the proteins 5 3 5 neutrophils neutrophils are the first line of host defence against
periodontopathogenic bacteria, anti aging firewalls the science and technology of longevity - anti aging firewalls the
science and technology of longevity a comprehensive document for the benefit of people interested in living very long
healthy lives and who are willing to adapt emerging knowledge personally to do so, skeletal system questions including
is it safe to be - skeletal system questions including is it safe to be carrying your baby down on your pelvic bone at 5
months and why do you have the muscular system
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